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15th GA of OH 
Agenda 

03/03/2012 Staggering Ox - Shades of OX (and in the Ox Conference Room) 
 
Facilitator:  Tegan  
Minutes:  Deborah 
Attendees:  Tegan, Deborah, Emily, Sandy, Sue, Rick, Jim 

 
NEXT MEETING 
Date of next GA/OH:  Saturday, March 17th 
Facilitator for next GA:  Deborah 
Minutes for next GA:  Emily 
Location for GA:  Shades of Ox – Staggering Ox 
 
Check-in (introductions):   
 
Review of meeting process:  hand signals; step-up, step-back, step-aside, point of process; proposals 
and achieving consensus; stacks. 
 
Minutes of the last meeting of the GA available via email and distributed in hardcopy: 

Recent corrections and additions summarized; Minutes were approved without further 
correction by consensus. 

 
Announcements:  

 Initiative Language filed with the secretary of state (2-28) by StandWithMontanans.org  

 Workshop in Missoula is happening now (March 3-4) 

 Donna Peterson Foreclosure – hearing was cancelled (Judge issued restraining order) 

 Missoula Community Lecture Series Coming up (March 6 – 27) 

 March 14th event in Bozeman: Action at Wells Fargo - Wednesday, March 14, Noon (those 
interested in carpooling will communicate via email) 

 NPR report (3-3 w/Ben & Jerry) that Businesses are fundraising for Occupy movement but 
groups reluctant to take the money 

 Occupy Missoula is hosting a workshop on Tactics vs. Strategy March 24 – 25 (9:00 am to 7:00 
pm Saturday and 9:00 am to 1:00 pm Sunday) 

 Northwest Occupy movement had a recent conference in Olympia 

 Emily will be moving to Bozeman in June and requests transition support for the Newsletter 
publication 

 
Old Business: 
Meeting location issues: The Big Sky room at the Indian Alliance is currently available Saturday 
afternoons and could be reserved for regular use. Rick will reserve for March 31 GA so the group can try 
it out. Suggestion to post signs outside during meetings. Next meeting, March 17, will remain at the Ox. 
Discussion also included Carroll College and certain local churches as potential meeting sites. 
A proposal was made to rescind the previously adopted convention wherein the facilitator chooses the 
meeting location, as the GA considers using one fixed location. The group reached consensus on this. 
Meeting time limits: is 2 hour time limit still appropriate? After some discussion the group elected to 
keep the current 2 hour time frame for GA meetings. 
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Sandy has produced a procedure for uploading the minutes to the OH website.  Deborah will test the 
written procedure. Sandy recommends establishing a file naming convention for the posted minutes. 
Tegan requests clarification regarding the process for transferring the GA binder from one facilitator to 
the next – held over. 
 
New and Ongoing Business: 
Citizen’s United Ruling – J21 Mic-check resolution - next steps – held over. 
Report on conference call for Constitutional Amendment process – held over. 
Proposal to adopt OWS Solidarity language for posting on website – held over. 
Proposal to adopt OWS Autonomy language (as modified for OH) and post on website: the statement of 
autonomy adapted from OWS language was read by Rick and consensus was reached. 
 
Workgroup reports: 
 
Community Connections/Direct Action 
 
Community Dialog Series  
Report on Economics of Happiness: The event went well and was followed by good discussion; lots of 
creative energy.  Attendance exceeded 30 people; $93 was donated for general use; $193 was donated 
by Stephanie specifically for obtaining the rights to screen Inside Job. Considerable interest in co-
operative opportunities such as tool-sharing and exchange of services. Emily discussed ideas on how this 
might be implemented locally. Rick is aware of several existing models for similar co-operatives.  
Discussion on bringing change through our roles as consumers vs. our roles as citizens; these roles can 
overlap also. (Community exchange topic will be added to the next agenda for more discussion.) May 
want to consider organizing meeting room layout to encourage discussion for certain events. 
 
Next event Donna Peterson: Housing Foreclosure Crisis 
Frank will be presenting/moderating; set-up, refreshments will be a group effort. 
 
Media and Technology 
 
HCTV 
OH needs to reclaim the time slot previously allocated to it. 
 
Technology (list serve) 
Rick had a request to switch to blind carbon copy (bcc) members of the list serve when sending emails to 
the OH group. Held over for discussion. 
 
Newsletter 
Rick was contacted by a national organization regarding the fine (original) content of the Helena 
Occupied Newsletter. They will be launching a site soon at occupy.com and may be able to help with 
resources (content) for future publications. 
 
Need to transition responsibilities so that publication continues when Emily is no longer able to do it. 
Sue will contribute to this effort. Tegan would like to provide assistance proofreading. Deadline for 
submissions is the 10th of the month. 
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Strategic & Long-term Planning and Retreat 
Tentative date for Retreat - April 28 – So far no negative feedback on date. Location undecided; Possible 
Topics for Long term planning: (Food not Bombs, Books to prisoners, Tools & Services Co-Op, Freecycle). 
 
Considerable discussion on this topic; There was a request to allocate at least 20 minutes of the next 
meeting to the topic; Discussion included how to publicize an April 28 Retreat, (flyers, radio, etc.) what 
type of framework to use for a gathering, (2-hr big picture brainstorming followed by breakout into 
small groups, advantages of NOT having a detailed agenda, but a more open framework); Need to 
include lunch and dinner: (There are kitchen facilities at the Indian Alliance; other options?) 
 
There were two different approaches expressed by group members: some thought the planning needed 
to occur within the GA and some proposed that a small number of individuals needed to just do it. 
Tegan and Sandy expressed the desire to move forward prior to the next GA; the meeting was overtime 
and some members had to leave. 
 
Meeting Closure 


